Abstract-Instability and oscillation issues have frequently occurred in high-speed railways due to the impedance mismatch versus frequency between the four-quadrant converter (4QC)-based high-speed train and the traction network (hereinafter trainnetwork). However, solely utilizing the mathematical deduction to quantify the impedances seems to be difficult owing to unknown detailed parameters of both traction network and electric train. This paper proposes a method to measure the equivalent impedances of the traction network and the 4QC of the electric train in the stationary frame for stability analysis. A disturbance circuit consisting of antiparallel insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) modules and an excitation load is adopted by means of the pulsewidth modulation (PWM) signal to drive the IGBTs. Consequently, a desired broad spectral excitation is then generated to measure the output impedance of the traction network. When injecting the harmonics twice, which are linearly independent at the same frequency, the input impedance of the 4QC can be calculated at the corresponding frequency considering the frequency-coupled effect. The proposed method shows a good measurement accuracy. Additionally, the stability and oscillation issues of the train-network system can be then identified using measured impedances. Both simulation and experimental results validate the effectiveness of the proposed measurement method.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TPEL.2018.2836660 electric power system [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . With increasing adoption of these constant power loads, oscillations and instabilities have been frequently aroused in industrial power systems that may potentially lead to a system collapse in serious operations [4] , [5] . As a special power system, traction power system may encounter similar instability issues caused by the interactions between the electric train and traction network [6] , [7] . The traction network impedance determines the strength of the network that an enough strong network can endure the negative impedance caused by the constant power loads, and a weak network may easily arise small-signal stability issues [8] , [9] . Previous publications have shown that these instability issues can be avoided in some industrial power systems by improving the power electronic control for obtaining the appropriate impedance characteristic [10] , [11] . These methods can provide a reference for designing the control of power electronic devices to guarantee a stable system [12] , [13] . As a result, it is especially important for measuring the corresponding impedances in industrial applications.
In terms of the impedance measurement, existing methods can be classified into two categories: passive method and active method. The former one can estimate the impedance based on the mathematical analysis and numerical processing without any disturbance injection [14] [15] [16] [17] . An effective method based on the recursive least-squares algorithm has been proposed in [14] to estimate the grid impedance. In order to improve the response speed of the measurement method, Yang et al. [15] introduced a forgetting factor into the original recursive least-squares estimation algorithm. Apart from that, the estimation model of grid impedance has been established to gradually estimate the real impedance values by adjusting the estimated values [16] . Furthermore, some inherent harmonics have occurred in the power system for the switching feature of grid-connected power converters, and they are used to obtain the power grid impedance [17] . As a result, the passive method has free impacts on the original system. However, the accuracy of the extracted impedance is usually unsatisfactory, and the speed of the impedance measurement process is slow due to its complex mathematical process.
The active method relies on the harmonic injection by means of additional power electronic devices to detect the impedance [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In this context, a sine waveform sweep-based technique proposed in [18] produces the most promising signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) to measure the most accurate impedance. Nevertheless, sine waveform sweeps spend much time on measuring the impedance owing to its repeated injections. In order to measure the impedance over a broad frequency range with only once injection, broad spectral excitations such as random pulsewidth modulation (RPWM) signals have been adopted in [19] . However, it is not easy to guarantee the accuracy of the measured impedance as the excitation energy distribution in the frequency domain is irregular and uncontrollable. Moreover, a large injected energy is required to ensure the accuracy of the impedance measurement process, yet the procedure may face a risk of disturbing the normal operation of the original system. Hence, a maximum-length binary sequence (MLBS) signal that was applied to increase the SNR and reduce the injection amplitude, has a good performance in detecting the impedance of the strong grid, and shows a good applicability for sensitive systems [20] , [21] . In addition, the discrete-interval binary sequence (DIBS) has been used to specify the range of the energy spectrum in [22] , and improve the energy of the specified frequencies as much as possible without increasing the injection current amplitude.
The dynamic characteristic of the traction network in the high-speed railway varies timely, meanwhile the largepower/capacity 4QC-based electric train shows a nonlinear feature. As a result, the passive method using mathematical analysis and numerical processing to estimate the real-time accurate impedance seems to be complicate and difficult. On the other hand, the more precise train-network impedances can be obtained by using the active method, which is more applicable for the small signal stability analysis of the train-network system. Therefore, this paper proposes an active method-based impedance measurement for the traction network and the electric train and associated stability investigation in the high-speed railway. The main contributions are as follows.
1) The traction network impedance at desired frequencies can be synchronously detected by imposing disturbance just once through the proposed broad spectral excitation method, which greatly reduces the required time.
2) The impedance of the 4QC of the electric train can be obtained considering the frequency coupling effect, which makes the measured 4QC impedance more accurate. 3) Before the electric train is put into operation, the measured train-network impedances can be used to forecast the stability of the train-netwok system for ensuring a safe and stable operation condition. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. An impedance measurement strategy for the traction network is introduced in Section II. Section III presents a measurement method of the 4QC of the electric train considering the frequency coupling effect. The stability analysis based on the measured train-network impedances is then discussed in detail in Section IV. Section V shows the experimental validation, including the measured impedances of the train-network system as well as stability condition identification. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VI. 
II. IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT OF TRACTION NETWORK

A. Basic Measurement Method
The autotransformer (AT)-fed traction network is widely applied in the high-speed railways around the world, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The transformer in traction substation transforms the three-phase 110 kV/220 kV power source to two single-phase 2 × 27.5-kV supply phases. Electric trains obtain the energy from the catenary network. The AT substation (ATS) is located at approximately every 10-15 km along the railroad and the sectioning post (SP) is located between two traction substations. In the ATS and SP, an AT with an earth-connected central tap feeds two terminals: catenary and positive feeder line. In addition, the up-track and down-track catenary network are connected in parallel at ATS and SP [23] , [24] . Usually the traction network only contains some special harmonic frequencies which are closed to the switching frequency of the power electronics converter as the electric railway system operates without injecting disturbance. Thus, the impedances can be measured only at these corresponding frequencies. In order to measure the impedances at the designed frequencies, an imposing disturbance circuit is added to the system (see Fig. 1 ) to produce more desired harmonic components. According to the response voltage and current after imposing a disturbance, the traction network impedance in a broad frequency spectrum can be detected. Correspondingly, Fig. 2 shows the equivalent measurement model of Fig. 1 , where the traction network is equivalent to an ideal voltage source U g in series with the impedance Z s that composed of resistors, inductors, and capacitors.
However, the measurement accuracy is always effected by the background harmonics. In order to improve the accuracy, the voltage U s0 and current I s0 of the traction network are measured firstly without imposing disturbances, which also comprises of background harmonic frequencies besides the fundamental fre- quency. Then, a disturbance circuit is added to produce the desired harmonics, and the responses of the voltage U s and current I s can be measured. It should be noted that the theoretical duration of injected harmonics is dependent on the desired frequency resolution of measured impedances, which is discussed carefully in Appendix A. The Fourier transform is finally utilized to obtain frequency-domain components of measured voltages and currents, and the traction network impedance can be then calculated through (1) to avoid the effects of background harmonics [19] 
where U s (jω) and I s (jω) represent the voltage and current of the traction network in the frequency domain after imposing disturbance, respectively, and U s0 (jω) and I s0 (jω) are the voltage and current in the frequency domain before imposing the disturbance, respectively.
B. Disturbance Circuit
A disturbance circuit shown in Fig. 3 is applied to produce a current with spectral components in the desired frequency range. In detail, the primary-side of the step-down transformer is connected between the catenary and the rail, while the disturbance circuit is connected to the secondary-side. Then, the disturbance circuit, consisted of antiparallel IGBT modules and an excitation load, produces different frequency components with different driving signals of IGBTs. Moreover, the IGBT modules are composed of series-parallel IGBT subcomponents to share the voltage and current for enduring the large power. Furthermore, a smoothing capacitor is connected in parallel with the disturbance circuit for filtering undesirable higher frequencies and operates as a snubber at the same time.
The excitation load determines the power of the harmonics excited by the disturbing circuit. Under ideal conditions, a smaller excitation load symbolizes a larger power of the excited harmonics. In the field measurement, the value of the excitation load needs to be adjusted according to the actual system capacity for obtaining the most appropriate disturbance power. As a feasible adjustment method, at first, an excitation load with a large value is selected to bring a small harmonic amplitude, and then reducing the excitation load to strengthen the injected power until an accurate impedance can be measured. Moreover, in order to guarantee the safety of impedance measurement, the total harmonic distortion brought by the disturbance should not exceed 5% according to "IEEE Recommended Practice and Requirements for Harmonic Control in Electric Power Systems (IEEE Standard 519-2014)." Furthermore, this disturbance method can also provide spectral excitation for other ac industrial systems (e.g., renewable energy grid-connected system and ac microgrids) for measuring the corresponding network impedance. In particular, for three-phase ac systems, the impedance can be measured through imposing the disturbance in each phase.
C. Spectral Excitation With PWM Driving Signal
PWM signals are utilized to control the antiparallel IGBT modules for generating a broad spectral excitation, as shown in Fig. 3 . Moreover, all IGBTs are driven by the same control signal that can greatly simplify the control process. The time between the "ON" and "OFF" states of the IGBTs changes periodically. Meanwhile, the IGBT module 1 will disturb the positive period of the current, and the negative period is perturbed by the IGBT module 2 regularly. The PWM driving signals, resulting current and voltage waveforms are presented in Fig. 4 . One can find that an OFF-state of the IGBTs makes the snubber resistor and excitation load connect to the system simultaneously, which makes the response current relatively small. Then an ON-state of the IGBTs will lead to a sudden current raise as the snubber resistor is shorted and only the excitation load works. All PWM states make periodic gaps occur in the response current, and thus a broad spectral excitation is generated.
The PWM signal frequency is a significant parameter that determines frequency components of the excited spectrum. The injected frequencies are directly related to the frequency of the PWM driving signal
where f inj is the injected frequency component and f pwm is the frequency of the PWM driving signal. Obviously, a lower PWM frequency will bring more abundant frequency components, which thereby gives a higher frequency resolution. For a given case, the PWM frequency is set as 1000 Hz. It comes out that the frequencies of the excited harmonics spread at n × 1000 ± 50 Hz, n = 1, 2, 3, . . ., as presented in Fig. 5 . Hence, at these frequencies, the impedances can be measured precisely. Practically, the frequency of the PWM driving signal can be set according to the actual measurement requirement of the frequency resolution.
Furthermore, the duty cycle of the PWM signal is also significant for excited harmonics, and it affects the distribution of the energy spectrum. The excited energy spectrum has an envelope that is periodically attenuated, and the cycle is deduced as
where D is the duty cycle of the PWM driving signal and CYC f is the cycle of the envelope of excited energy spectrum. For instance, if the duty cycle is set to 8%, and the PWM frequency is set to 200 Hz, as a result, the excited spectrum cycle is then calculated by (3) as 200 Hz/ 8% = 2500 Hz, as shown in Fig. 6 . In the first cycle of the spectrum distribution, the energy of the injected currents appear to be relatively maximum, and thus the impedance can be measured precisely in this frequency range. Therefore, in the field measurement, this value can be defined according to the measurement requirement of the frequency range.
Alternatively, the pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) can generate the similar spectrum [20] [21] [22] . However, the difference is that the PRBS is generally used to disturb the closedloop control system of the existing converter, and makes the converter output a wide spectrum excitation [20] [21] [22] , [25] . For the electric railway system, the converters are only installed in the electric train. To ensure a smooth motion of the train, it is not allowed to add disturbances to the control system of the running train. Thus, it is not practical for the PRBS to measure the traction network impedance, and the PWM excitation combining the proposed disturbance circuit is selected here to inject the desired harmonics, not depending on the converters and associate parameters of the electric train.
D. Measurement Results
Based on the proposed PWM excitation principle, the desired spectrum can be excited by adjusting the frequency and duty cycle of the PWM. In order to measure the traction network impedance with a 10 Hz frequency resolution, the PWM frequency just needs to be set at 10 Hz according to (2) . Meanwhile, if the traction network impedance needs to be measured in the range of 10-2000 Hz, the duty cycle of the PWM can be set to 0.5% or 99.5% to produce a large energy range just below 2000 Hz calculated by (3) to meet the requirement. The excited frequency distribution is presented in Fig. 7 . It can be seen that the frequency resolution of the excited harmonics is 10 Hz, and the spectrum is distributed in the broad bands with a large energy range below 2000 Hz that satisfies the requirements of the corresponding band and frequency resolution.
By means of the MATLAB/SIMULINK platform, the impedance measurement model of the traction network is built to verify the correctness of the proposed method, and the simulation time step is set as T s = 1 × 10 −5 s. Table I lists the simulation parameters of the traction network of Fig. 2 . Meanwhile, Table II gives the simulation parameters of the disturbance circuit based on the PWM driving signal. Measured results, shown in Fig. 8 , illustrate that the measured impedance and theoretical value match each other well. As a result, the accuracy of the impedance measurement method is verified.
The PWM frequency of this simulation case is set as 10 Hz for obtaining the spectral excitation with a 10 Hz frequency resolution. Fig. 9 shows the ac voltage and ac current waveforms after injecting the disturbance. As the fundamental frequency of traction power system is 50 Hz, the voltage and current waveforms will present only one disturbance spike in every five cycles after injecting the disturbance. Meanwhile, the voltage and current distortions caused by the disturbance are small that can be al- most ignored. Thus, the method can be applied to measure the traction network impedance on line.
III. IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT OF THE 4QC OF THE ELECTRIC TRAIN
A. Stationary-Frame Impedance Model
The 4QC model detailed in Fig. 10 is controlled by a dualloop method with inductor current feedback acting as the inner loop and dc voltage feedback acting as the outer loop. The phase-locked loop (PLL) can provide an angle reference for the control.
In order to detect a more accurate input impedance of the 4QC of the electric train, the frequency coupling effect of the 4QC should be considered during the measurement process. Otherwise, there will be a certain error in the impedance measurement results, which is discussed in Appendix B. The stationary-frame impedance matrix considering the frequency coupling effect has been proposed in [26] , which is given by
where U t (jω) and I t (jω) are the response voltage and current in the frequency domain, respectively; U * t (jω) and I * t (jω) are corresponding conjugates of U t (jω) and I t (jω); and Z m t,± (jω) is the impedance matrix of the 4QC in the stationary frame. It can be observed from (4) that a frequency-coupled vector at 2ω 0 − ω will appear in the system for a given vector at the angular frequency ω, where ω 0 represents the fundamental frequency.
In order to obtain the frequency coupling impedance of the 4QC through measurement, the four components Z t,+ (jω), Z t,− (jω), Z * t,+ (jω) , and Z * t,− (jω) of Z m t,± (jω) need to be detected. For a given voltage U t1 (jω), a corresponding response current I t1 (jω) will occur in the train-network system as well as the frequency-coupled components e j 2θ U * t1 (jω) and e j 2θ I * t1 (jω). Thus, the frequency coupling relation is then expressed by
Meanwhile, for another given voltage U t2 (jω), it is worth noting that U t2 (jω) and U t1 (jω) are linearly independent and also at the same frequency. The frequency coupling relation can also be then expressed as
Equations (5) and (6) can be then grouped as
As a result, the impedance matrix Z m t,± (jω) at the frequency ω can be then solved by
In order to measure the impedance of the 4QC at desired frequencies, the injected frequency ω is swept in the desired frequency range, and then the impedance matrix Z m t,± (jω) in the corresponding frequency range can be detected.
B. Measurement Method
In order to measure the input impedance matrix of the 4QC presented in (8) at desired frequencies, a voltage disturbance or current disturbance needs to be injected into the electric train, as shown in Fig. 11 . In the field measurement, it is unnecessary to inject the two types of disturbances simultaneously, and only one of them is needed. Moreover, the voltage disturbance is injected into the system in series, while the current disturbance is paralleled into the system.
As can be seen from (8), the two components Z t,+ (jω) and Z t,− (jω) of Z m t,± (jω) need to be detected since the other two components Z * t,+ (jω) and Z * t,− (jω) of Z m t,± (jω) can be calculated by using conjugation operation. Z t,+ (jω) and Z t,− (jω) can be then expressed as
Taking voltage disturbance injection as an example, Fig. 12 gives a detailed flowchart for measuring the 4QC impedance at desired frequencies. It involves determining the desired frequency range of impedance measurement firstly, and then two voltage vectors, which are linearly independent as well as at the same frequency ω, are injected to the system respectively for capturing two groups of data of voltages and currents that are linearly independent. Afterwards, fast Fourier transformer (FFT) is used to analyze the captured data for extracting the voltages and currents at corresponding frequencies including the frequency- coupled components. Finally, the two components Z t,+ (jω) and Z t,− (jω) of the impedance matrix Z m t,± (jω) can be solved by (9) , and the other two components Z * t,+ (jω) and Z * t,− (jω) of Z m t,± (jω) can be calculated by conjugation operation for obtaining a complete impedance matrix. The measurement process is repeated by sweeping the injected frequency ω until the 4QC impedances at all the desired frequencies are measured.
The voltage vector is defined in the stationary frame based on values of the specific length, initial phase angle and the angular frequency. For example, u = Acos(ωt + ϕ) can be expressed with vector by
where A is the length of the vector and ϕ is the initial phase angle. In order to make the description more clear, the voltage vector is shown in Fig. 13 . The two linearly independent vectors at the same frequency can be obtained by changing the initial phase of the injected vectors. For example, the two linearly independent voltage vectors at the same frequency ω can be presented by
For clearly describing the two linearly independent vectors at the same frequency ω, the two vectors are shown in Fig. 14 . u 1 and u 2 are linearly independent when these two voltage vectors are not located at a line.
C. Simulation Results
The above proposed impedance measurement method is adopted to detect the impedance of the 4QC of the electric train at the desired frequencies. This measurement will focus on the low frequency band as the reported instability of the real railway system almost happens at the low frequencies. For instance, the injected frequency is swept from 1 to 150 Hz, then, the 4QC impedance can be detected at each sweeping frequency. Moreover, the train-network interaction can be analyzed by plotting the frequency responses for the eigenvalues of the 4QC impedance matrix against the traction network impedance [26] since the eigenvalues characterize some intrinsic properties of the 4QC. For this reason, the eigenvalue curves are used to describe the impedance measurement results. Simulation parameters of the train are listed in Table III . Fig. 15 shows the eigenvalue curves of the 4QC impedance matrix determined from the simulation. As can be seen, the curves are smooth, and each frequency in the range of 1-150 Hz can be measured. Moreover, the stability of the train-network system in the time domain will be discussed in the following section to verify the accuracy of the impedance measurement method.
IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS BASED ON MEASURED IMPEDANCES
A. Stability Criterion
There are available methods for stability analysis in different applications [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] wherein the impedance-based stability that can be determined by using the generalized Nyquist stability criterion is widely used [26] [27] [28] [29] . The impedance ratio matrix where E is the identity matrix. The traction network impedance matrix Z m s (jω) is a diagonal matrix since the traction network is balanced, which can be derived by (14) in the stationary frame
Furthermore, expression (13) can be approximated as (15) for the diagonal traction network impedance matrix [26] 
As observed from (15), the stability can be then identified by studying the eigenvalue curves of the measured impedance matrix of the 4QC against the traction network impedance. Furthermore, as shown in (16), the phase difference at their magnitude intersection determines the phase margin [31] [32] [33] 
where PM is the phase margin and ∠Z s (jω) and ∠λ t (jω) represent the phases of the traction network impedance and the eigenvalues of the 4QC impedance matrix, respectively. A phase difference that is far less than 180°indicates a stable system with a sufficient phase margin. Meanwhile, a phase difference that is close to 180°illustrates that the system is marginally stable with some resonant or unexpected harmonic components occurring. However, a phase difference that is out of 180°illustrates that the system is unstable with a negative phase margin.
B. Oscillatory Frequency Identification
The above analysis illustrates that a phase difference close to 180°may make some resonant or unexpected harmonic components occur in the system. However, an unexpected interharmonic around 50 Hz will oscillate the system. In order to identify this oscillatory frequency, the generated interharmonic that overlays to the original fundamental can be expressed as
where SW is the superimposed waveform in the time domain; A and B are the amplitudes of the fundamental and the generated interharmonic, respectively; and ω 0 (i.e., ω 0 = 2πf 0 ) and ω h (i.e., ω h = 2πf h ) are the corresponding angular frequencies. Therefore, (17) can be rewritten as 
Thus, the amplitude of the superimposed waveform can be then calculated as
As can be seen from (20), the angular frequency of SW A can be obtained as
Furthermore, the amplitude oscillatory frequency of the superimposed waveform caused by the generated interharmonic around 50 Hz can be calculated as
where f osc is the oscillatory frequency.
C. Verification for the Method
In order to verify the accuracy of the measured train-network impedances and the validity of the stability analysis, a trainnetwork simulation system is given in Fig. 16 . The traction network parameters are converted to the input side of the 4QC. Initially, the train-network system remains stable as it operates with the parameters given in Table IV .
The equivalent inductance of the traction network that is mainly composed of three parts: the equivalent inductances of the utility power grid, traction transformer and catenary network is presented in Appendix C. However, the train running at different positions of the catenary symbolizes the different equivalent length of the supplied catenary network. Obviously, a longer catenary will bring a larger equivalent inductance. For instance, when the network equivalent inductance L 1 is increased from the original 8 mH to 10 mH, the traction network will be weakened. Fig. 17(a) depicts the measured traction network impedance and the eigenvalues of the measured impedance matrix of the 4QC. One can observe that the phase difference at the magnitude intersection frequency 55 Hz is 168°. Thus, the phase margin with only 12°illustrates that the resonant or unexpected interharmonic component nearby 55 Hz may be excited in the train-network system. Moreover, it will bring a frequencycoupled component at 45 Hz to the system according to (4) , as shown in Fig. 18(a) , which illustrates that an oscillation with a frequency of 5 Hz calculated by (22) will occur in the trainnetwork system. Fig. 19(a) shows the ac voltage, ac current and dc voltage waveforms, and it can be found that the oscillatory frequency is 5 Hz in the time domain, keeping consistent with the impedance-based stability analysis results.
Alternatively, the network equivalent inductor L 1 that is increased to 12.5 mH makes the magnitude intersection frequency vary accordingly. Fig. 17(b) shows the traction network impedance and associated eigenvalues of the measured 4QC impedance matrix. The magnitude intersection frequency is 54 Hz and the phase difference is 174°that brings a weak phase margin of only 6°accordingly. It illustrates that the resonant or unexpected interharmonic component nearby 54 Hz occurs in this system that will bring a frequency-coupled component at 46 Hz according to (4) , shown in Fig. 18(b) . Thus, this system will oscillate with a 4 Hz frequency calculated by (22) , which keeps consistent with the oscillation in the time domain, as shown in Fig. 19(b) . Therefore, the accuracy of the measured train-network impedances is further validated by the stability analysis results.
Before the train is put into operation, the train-network impedances can be measured to forecast whether the instability or oscillation will occur, and determine whether the parameters of the electric train are reasonable in order to ensure a safe and stable operation of the high-speed railway.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
A. Experimental System
A train-network experimental system including the disturbance circuit, shown in Figs. 20 and 21 , is conducted to validate the effectiveness of the impedance measurement method as well as the stability analysis. The electric parameters of the experimental system are listed in Table V . The IGBTs of the disturbance circuit and the experimental 4QC of the electric train are controlled by a DSP 28335 control system. Besides, the electrical signals acquisition device is used to measure the data of voltage and current, and then do data processing by MATLAB to calculate the impedances of the electric train and traction network. 
TABLE V TRAIN-NETWORK EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
In the measurement process, the traction network impedance is first measured via the proposed method in Section II, and then measure the frequency coupling impedance of the 4QC. Afterwards, the impedance-based stability analysis can be implemented to prejudge the stability state before the train accesses to the traction network. Finally, the actual stability performance of the train-network experimental system can be characterized to verify the accuracy of the proposed impedance measurement and stability analysis. Fig. 22(a) shows the measured traction network impedance and the associated eigenvalues of the measured 4QC impedance matrix based on the experimental system. It can be seen that the phase difference at the magnitude intersection frequency 52.9 Hz is 170°that symbolizes a phase margin of only 10°, and may cause the interharmonic 52.9 Hz component in the system. Thus, an amplitude oscillation of 2.9 Hz, calculated by (22) , occurs in the experimental system. The actual oscillatory frequency in the time domain is 3 Hz, as shown in Fig. 22(b) , and the error can be acceptable.
B. Experimental Results
Then, the network equivalent inductor L 1 is increased to 20.4 mH, and L 2 is increased to 17.4 mH that makes the magnitude intersection frequency vary accordingly. As a measured result, the traction network impedance and the eigenvalues of the measured 4QC impedance matrix being presented in Fig. 23(a) shows that the magnitude intersection frequency is 52 Hz, and the phase difference is 172°(i.e., phase margin is 8°). Therefore, the resonant or unexpected interharmonic component nearby 52 Hz may occur in the system, which oscillate this system with a frequency of 2 Hz calculated by (22) . The actual oscillatory frequency in the time domain is 2.1 Hz, as shown in Fig. 23(b) .
Finally, reducing the network-side inductors L 1 and L 2 to 1 and 2 mH, respectively, the traction network impedance magnitude curve will drop, as shown in Fig. 24(a) . One can find that the phase differences of all the magnitude curves intersections are far smaller than 180°, which indicates that the system is definitely stable and will not produce the unexpected harmonic to oscillate the system as shown in Fig. 24(b) .
The measured impedance curves of the traction network and the eigenvalues of the 4QC impedance matrix are smooth, and have the same behaviors as simulation values. Besides, in the acceptable range of deviation, the oscillatory frequency calcu- lated by the magnitude intersection frequency can match the actual oscillatory frequency in time domain, which verifies the correctness of the measured train-network impedances and the effectiveness of the measurement method.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a train-network impedance measurement method, and adopts the matching relation of the measured trainnetwork impedances to identify the oscillation issues. A desired broad spectral excitation method by means of the PWM signal is proposed to detect the accurate traction network impedance. Then, considering the frequency coupling effect, an effective impedance measurement method of the 4QC of the electric train has further been introduced. Moreover, based on the magnitude intersection frequency of the measured traction network impedance and the eigenvalues of the measured 4QC impedance matrix, the resonant or unexpected harmonic component can be identified as well as the oscillatory frequency. The proposed method has been verified by simulations and experiments. Before the train is put into operation, the impedance measurement and stability analysis can be used to forecast the stability of the high-speed railways to ensure a safe and stable operation of this system. 
where Δf is the frequency resolution of the FFT results, f s is the sampling frequency, and N is the number of sampling points, which can be calculated by
where t is the sampling time and T s is the sampling period. Combining with (A1) can be converted as
Thus, the sampling time can be presented as
For example, when the desired frequency resolution is 50 Hz, the sampling time is calculated as t = 1/50 = 0.02 s according to (A4). Thus, the theoretical duration of injected harmonics is 0.02 s, as shown in Fig. 25(a) . When the desired frequency resolution is 10 Hz, the sampling time is calculated as t = 1/10 = 0.1 s. Thus, the theoretical duration is 0.1 s, as shown in Fig. 25(b) .
In summary, the theoretical duration of injected harmonics is related to the desired frequency resolution of measured impedances. When the desired frequency resolution is higher, the sampling time should be longer that symbolized a longer duration of the injected harmonics.
APPENDIX B
This Appendix presents the impedance measurement result without considering the frequency coupling. The stationaryframe impedance matrix without considering the frequency coupling effect is given by where U t (jω) and I t (jω) are the response voltage and current in the frequency domain, respectively; e j 2θ U * t (jω) and e j 2θ I * t (jω) are the frequency coupling components; and Z m t,± (jω) is the 4QC impedance matrix without considering the frequency coupling effect in the stationary frame.
The traction network and 4QC parameters are set as shown in Table IV . When increasing the equivalent length of the catenary, the equivalent inductance of the traction network L 1 will be increased from the original 8 mH to 10 mH, and the traction network will be weakened. Fig. 26 depicts the measured trac- tion network impedance and the eigenvalues of the measured 4QC impedance matrix. The magnitude intersection frequency is seen at 52.8 Hz, and at this frequency, the phase difference is 169°that indicates that the phase margin is only 11°. This weak phase margin illustrates that the resonant or unexpected interharmonic component nearby 52.8 Hz may occur in the system. Thus, this system will oscillate with a 2.8 Hz frequency based on the measured impedances. However, the actual oscillation frequency in the time domain is 4 Hz, as shown in Fig. 27 . Thus, there is a certain error without considering the frequency coupling. Therefore, the frequency coupling effect should be taken into account.
APPENDIX C
The detailed impedance calculation of the whole traction network can be found in [34] , which is mainly composed of three parts: utility power grid, traction transformer, and catenary network. These impedances are further used to determine the equivalent parameters of the simulation and experimental system. The equivalent inductance of the utility power grid and traction transformer keeps almost constant owing to its constant parameters. However, when the train runs to different locations of the catenary, the equivalent length of the catenary will be different. A longer catenary will bring a bigger equivalent inductance. According to the practical system parameters, the equivalent inductance and resistance of traction network can be then calculated.
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